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Posted by u/Mighty_L_LORT 12 hours ago

Wine up 15% in a day, chicken by 10%.
The price Turks are paying for country's
currency collapse





sohelpmedodge · 11h

Hamburg (Germany)

"Because the business is so slow, it would scare off my last

customers," he tells me very honestly. "I have to create

some turnover but I am losing from my profit" Ibrahim

supports the president's policy despite struggling to make a

profit.

When asked about what he thinks the reason for the current

economic situation is, Ibrahim says: "Our neighbours are

jealous. This is what I think". He repeats President's

Erdoğan's rhetoric of waging an independence war. It will

demand time and sacrifice, a sacrifice he is prepared to

make.

He does not believe in an early election or the ability of the

opposition parties to handle the task.

Ibrahim says Erdoğan is working for the country against

everyone - and he stands by him.

Ok, Ibrahim. Okay...
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mahaanus · 11h · edited 11h
Bulgaria

To be fair, Ibrahim might be worried about who's listening.

Turkey is no Belarus but it has jailed people on dubious
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More posts from the europe community

Turkey is no Belarus, but it has jailed people on dubious

claims before. Not to mention even if he's not faced with

state action, this could attract some of the more radical

elements of society. Man might not feel like rolling the dice

on this one.
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antonislak · 4h

Greece

Mysterius_ · 4h

Morons will be morons. This is because of such people, who

are unwilling to abandon their "champion", that democracy

often collapse. Who has a political champion anyway. Do you

think some guy to be the messiah ? It's fucked up
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CardJackArrest · 2h

Finland

A year from now that guy will be living in Germany and

supporting Erdogan harder than ever.
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Resigned, see comments

Posted by u/Mellanchef 1 day ago

Swedish parliament just approved
country’s first female prime minister: Magdalena Andersson.
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News

usnews.com/news/w... 

Posted by u/gogo_yubari-chan 6 days ago

Austria order its whole population to
get vaccinated as of Feb. 1, its government
said on Friday.



 

Slice of life

26.9k  2.9k Comments  Share 

Posted by u/Remseey2907 4 days ago

Ban cars and this is the result. Vredenburg, Utrecht,
Netherlands ...

 

News

Posted by u/Matas_- 7 days ago

Taiwanese Representative office in Lithuania opens!
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